
SERVICES
What’s the LightEdge difference? Tailored cloud solutions through a diverse 
portfolio of platforms to suit your business. Our flexible and scalable models allow 
for seamless strategic changes to your cloud infrastructure as your business and 
workloads grow.
 Virtual Private Cloud: Takes advantage of a cost-effective multi-tenant model for
infrastructure and virtualization, with a focus on security, compliance and ease of use.
 Dedicated Private Cloud: Offers a single-tenant model with the highest level of
performance, control, and security at a predictable monthly price.
 Power Cloud: Provides specialized solutions to ensure the stability and evolution
of your IBMi (AS/400, iSeries) and AIX environment.
 Bare Metal Cloud: Provides being physically discrete with high performance,
dedicated servers, storage, and network uniquely configured for each customer.

CLOUD HOSTING 
We don’t believe in one-size-fits-all. LightEdge’s cloud and hosting provides 
customizable solutions, enterprise-class equipment, and full hybrid support.

 Disaster Recovery, Managed Services, and Security Services
 Self-service cloud and managed hosting options
 HIPPA/HITRUST-certified private cloud configurations

HYBRID SOLUTIONS
Run your workloads where they perform best, and never compromise on security. 
LightEdge’s hybrid hosting solutions allow you to mix and match services to your 
exact needs and offer the flexibility to adapt your environment on the fly. Address the 
needs of today and tomorrow with cloud and managed services.

 Highly flexible hybrid computing
 Integrated multi-platform environments
 Cost-effective IT scalability

Our highly-interconnected Hybrid Solution Centers & compliant offerings

LIGHTEDGE Cloud services

Up for change. Not up against it.
LightEdge is your premier enterprise partner 
for cloud, compute, networking, and storage. 
Partnership via collaboration is key to helping 
our clients determine a strategic path that 
makes the most sense for YOUR business. 
Compliance. Partnering. Growth. LightEdge.

Managed Services
Our business continuity plan prepares you for 
any unexpected disruption through Disaster 
Recovery, Runbook Processes, and Managed 
Backups.

Workload management is a key element to 
our managed services offering. Upgrades, 
routine maintenance and performance 
monitoring are diligently carried out while 
ensuring the latest patches and security fixes are 
in place.

 Let our CISO be the staff extension you never 
had. Audit questionnaires, managed firewalls, 
and antivirus are just the beginning. Managed 
compliance-based security via our portfolio of 
certifications enables you to focus on your 
business instead of worrying about compliance.

Compliance Services

  ISO 20000

 PCI DSS

   SOC 1, 2, and 3

  HIPPA / HITECH

 ISO 22301

 HITRUST

 ISO 27001    NIST 800-53
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